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Most investors are fairly familiar with the fluctuations of the market as measured by 

the Dow-Jones Industrial Average. It sounds ridiculous, therefore, to say that the actual all-
time high for the Dow was 877.63, and that the subsequent low was 469.38. Yet, in a sense, 
both statements are true. 

It also seems ridiculous to say that the Average was over 1000 in 1961, that it was 
under 400 in 1962, or that it went down steadily from 1956 to 1961. Yet, these statements 
are also true of substantial segments of the average. ' 

Let us take the statement made in the first paragraph. Individual stocks in theAver-
age reached highs as early as 1955 and turned down again. If the absolute high for the 1955-
1961-period'in'each stock-is taken; the high ii-dhe Average many' 
stocks made lows in 1960. If the low on each individual stock for the 1960-62 period is taken 
the Dow corrected to 469. 38 rather than 525. These two figures give some idea of the real 
magnitude of the correction that took place in the 1956-62 period. 

This points up the fact that the Dow is, after all, only a conglomerate of individual 
stocks, all of which behave differently. For example, it is possible to divide the Average 
into three groups of ten stocks each. In the table below, we have taken a group of ten stocks 
that made their peaks in 1955-57 and taken an average of these stocks, adjusting the divisor 
to produce 524.37, the actual 1956 high in the Dow, at the 1955-57 peak for each individual 
stock. The table shows tha t, as the Dow moved ahead, these ten stocks were actually under-
going a fairly sharp correction. 
. 1955-57-High 1959-60-
Ten "Early-Peak" Stocks 524. 37 4B5. 6 
Actual DJA 524.37 (iftS8.2 

In the following table we have utilized the n stocks which reached 
their highs in 1959 and 1960. It will be seen that re d a high surprisingly close 
to the ultimate Dow-Jones high some two erage itself reached that figure. 

Ten "Middle-=Peak'Stocks h" __ 

Actual DJA J1J 688 21 741. 30 
The pat 0 i' e ernge was caused largely by ten stocks which 

reached their peaks a . A , these ten stocks out-performed the Dow in the 
later phases of the r a ctually reached a level over "1000". 

-57 - Hi h 1959-60 - High 1961 - High 
Ten "Late-Peak" Stocks 524.37 683.20 1019.96 
Actual DJA 524.37 688.21 741.30 

Much the same sort of action is being shown tOday. For example, let us take ten 
stocks in'the Average, nine of which made their lows in 1960 rather than 1962 and compare 
them at recent turning points. As can be seen, these declined somewhat less than the Dow in 
1962 and are currently selling at levels above their high, 

Ten "1960-Low" Stocks 
ctual DJA 

1961 .. High 1962 - Lows 
741.30 564.46 
741.30 524.55 

Current 
780.00 
673. 73 

On the other hand, the ten weakest stocks in the Average lost almost half their value 
'n the 1961-62 break and, to date, have recovered less than a third of their over-all loss. 

en "Weak" Stocks 
ctual,DJA 

1961 - High 1962 - Low Current 
741.30 393.20 490.89 
741. 30 524.55 673.73 

The purpose of this exercise is only to show once again that any statistic, no matter 
how well constructed, can be misleading. The market, as this letter has repeatedly pointed 
out, is now in the process of forming a broad long-term base for a major advance which will 

egin at some future date unknown. Of i800 individual stocks listed on both Exchanges, each 
one is in a different cyclical stage. It is a time, in short, when close fundamental and tech-
nical scrutiny of individual issues will be the most important key to investment success. 
The averages, as shown above, can be highly confusing. • 

Dow-Jones Ind. 676. 33 
Dow-Jones Rails 151. 71 
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